Turkish Court Accepts Right to be Forgotten in Digital and Non-Digital Environments

A Turkish court recently accepted the existence of the Right to be Forgotten for the first time (2014/4-56 E, and 2015/1679 K, dated 17 June 2015)...

READ MORE

Turkish Notary Publics Not Authorized to Check Whether Documents are Compliant with an Entity’s Articles of Association

The Union of Turkish Public Notaries announced that during certification of signature circulars, notary publics are not authorized to investigate ...

READ MORE

Changes to Electronic Money Regulations in Turkey

Changes have been made to regulations for Payment Services, Electronic Money Issuance, Payment Agencies and Electronic Money Agencies in Turkey. C...

READ MORE

Restrictions and Notification Requirements Amended for Currency Transfers Across Turkish Borders

Certain restrictions have been introduced in Turkey regarding currency transfers across national boundaries. Also, notification requirements have ...
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New Process and Permit Requirements for Establishing and Operating Tobacco Manufacturing Facilities in Turkey

New requirements have been introduced in Turkey establishing tobacco manufacturing facilities, as well as related permits for establishment and op...
Certain Expiry Dates Under Electricity Market Law Extended in Turkey

Certain expiry dates under the Electricity Market Law (“Law”) have been extended in Turkey. Extensions apply to certain aspects o...
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Updated Procedures and Principles for Electricity Supply Companies to Calculate Retail Prices in Turkey

The Turkish Energy Market Regulatory Authority (“Authority”) has published updated procedures and principles for supply companies...
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Updated Procedures and Principles for Electricity Transmission System Use and Operation Revenues in Turkey

The Turkish Energy Market Regulatory Authority (“Authority”) has published updated procedures and principles for the state-owned ...
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Electricity Price Equalization Mechanism to Protect Consumers Has Been Updated in Turkey

The electricity price equalization mechanism in Turkey has been updated. The mechanism aims to partially or completely protect consumers from pric...
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Default Interest Rate Updated in Turkey for Late Payments to Creditors Regarding Commercial Goods and Services

Turkey’s Central Bank has updated the default interest ratio to 11.5% for late payments made to creditors in the context of commercial transaction...
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Tax Rates and Amounts Announced for Certain Categories of Alcohol, Soda, Tobacco, Agricultural Products and Cellular Phones in Turkey

Rates for Value Added Tax, Special Consumption Tax and tobacco fund amounts for certain goods have been determined in Turkey. Changes relate parti...

READ MORE
Turkish Ministry of Finance Issues a Range of Import Product Safety and Inspection Communiqués

The Turkish Ministry of Finance has issued a range of communiqués ("Communiqués") regarding product safety and compliance inspections for technical import regulations. The 23 Communiqué’s include tobacco products, scrap metals, batteries and accumulators, controlled chemicals for environmental protection, building materials, medical devices, products subjected to special permission from the Ministry of Health, toys, as well as food and agricultural products imported from Japan. These were published pursuant to the Council of Ministers’ Decree regarding Technical Regulations Regime number 2013/4284, dated 28 January 2013. The Communiqués were published in Official Gazette number 29579 on 31 December 2015.

The purposes of the Communiqués include:

– Ensuring products involved in foreign trade are compliant with technical and safety regulations.

– Adapting and implementing technical regulations in accordance with foreign trade, as well as conduct inspections of imports and exports

– Establishing procedures and principles for determining institutions to conduct inspections and prevent import and export of non-compliant or unsafe products

– Coordinating legislation, policies and practices regarding technical regulations, product safety and inspection, as well as ensure these meet international obligations.

Importing some products requires permission from official authorities, whereas other products require a certificate of conformity.

The Risk Based Control System in Foreign Trade ("TAREKS") has been established. TAREKS is an online application which supports inspection, compliance and permission procedures for imports.

The Communiqués stipulate that the sanctions under relevant laws will apply for failures to comply. The upper and lower limits of administrative fines are outlined in the Law on Preparation and Implementation of Technical Legislation of Products Number. 4703. The Law numbered 2016/13 adjusts these limits, taking into account the recently announced 5.58% revaluation rate, issued under the Tax Procedure Law (more information).

Please see this link for the full text of the Communiqués (only available in Turkish).
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Turkish Patent Institute’s 2016 Fee Schedule Published

The Turkish Patent Institute’s ("TPI") 2016 fee schedule has been published. Changes apply to fees for patent, trademarks, utilit...
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Omnibus Law Amends a Range of Turkish Legislation

An omnibus law has been published in Turkey, amending certain aspects of laws relating to expenditure tax, income tax, value added tax, personal p...
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